We develop several multipath reservation algorithms for in-advance scheduling of single and multiple file transfers in connection-oriented optical networks. These algorithms consider the jobs one at a time or in a batch. The latter can be potentially useful to minimize the resource conflict between multiple consecutive requests. Extensive simulations using both real world networks and random topologies show that the greedy strategy, which process requests one at a time, can perform comparable to batch scheduling and is significantly better in terms of computational time requirement. Further, this strategy can be extended to reduce the path switching overheads.
storage, visualization and analysis [2] , generate large amounts of data (order of terabytes to petabytes), and require these data to be transferred across the network. Thus, dedicated connections, especially dedicated bandwidth channels, are essential to offer (i) large capacities for massive data transfer operations, and (ii) dynamically stable bandwidth for monitoring and steering operations. The importance of dedicated connection capabilities has been recognized, and there are several ongoing network research projects that develop such capabilities [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, production networks at the national and international scale with such capabilities are being deployed in Internet2 [8] and LHCNet [9] . These networks usually have a sufficiently small-sized backbone that it is practical to employ centralized management on the network's bandwidth, including user requests scheduling, path identification, and bandwidth allocation.
Consider a scenario of Fusion Experiments [10] , which is collaboration consisting of researchers in different European countries. After each round of experiments, the simulation data are generated in different sites and processed by supercomputers across the continent. Moreover, the data transfer and processing time is limited since the next round of experiments will be guided by the results from the previous ones. Thus, the file transfer time may become a major bottleneck to improve the experiment's efficiency. The delay of any file transfer in the batch would cause big loss to the whole project. In this paper, we model such problem as the Batched-File Path Scheduling Problem (BFPSP), where the goal is to minimize the overall transfer time of multiple one-to-one file transfers. Without losing generality, we assume that all the file transfer requests are pre-specified before scheduling starts. Clearly, such an algorithm can also be used by batch for the newly arrived requests at appropriate intervals when they arrive. In in-advanced scheduling [11] , each file transfer may have a different start time. Their earliest start time can be defined by the use in their requests. But actual start time is decided by the scheduling algorithms at runtime. In this paper, we provide both optimal and approximate solutions for this problem and evaluate them in multiple scenarios.
All scheduling approaches can be considered as an variation of the Batch Scheduling. We assume that all requests are collected as a batch in the scheduler; the requests in a batch are scheduled as a group with certain periodicity. Obviously, if all the file transfer requests are batched as one group, the solution is optimal, which is denoted as All-Batch. All-Batch is very time consuming for large batch sizes. Also, it is not realistic as the arrival time of the requests may not be the same. We present a number of heuristics that have much lower time complexity than using All-Batch, but have similar performance and the added benefit that all the requests may not be known beforehand. The proposed approach, N-Batch, groups requests into batch of constant size N and schedules each batch separately. For the special case of batch size equal to 1, the scheduling is equivalent to Online Scheduling. For this case, we develop two sets of heuristics: GOS and k-Path.
We have compared all these algorithms for a variety of scenarios and performance metrics. Our simulations show that both N-Batch and GOS provides schedules that are comparable in quality to using All-Batch, but require significantly less scheduling time than using All-Batch. GOS is comparable to N-Batch but requires significantly less computation time. We also investigate GOS-E algorithms that minimize path switching overhead, which is a variant of GOS. GOS-E is known to have good performance when path switching overhead cannot be ignored.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe related work. Our network model and terminology are detailed in Sect. 3. A linear programming formulation for BFPSP is developed in Sect. 4. This formulation minimizes the finish time of a batch of requests. In Sect. 5, we present the greedy algorithm for online scheduling and prove that this algorithm minimizes the finish time of the current file transfer being scheduled. Five variants of this greedy online algorithm are also proposed in Sect. 5. These variants aim to the reduce computation time with limited increment in finish time. In Sect. 6, we evaluate our online and batch algorithms together and discuss the results. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 7.
Related work
Generally, bandwidth reservation systems operate in one of two modes [12] :
(a) In on-demand scheduling, bandwidth is reserved for a time period that begins at the current time. (b) In in-advance scheduling, bandwidth is reserved for a time period that begins at some future time.
On-demand scheduling is a special case of in-advance scheduling: the time interval between the request's arrival and its actual starting time is zero. On-demand scheduling, which is typically supported by Multiple Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [13] at layer 3 and by Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [14] at layers 1 and 2, is supported by CHEETAH, DRAGON, and UCLP. Typical algorithms for on-demand scheduling can be found in [15] [16] [17] . In-advance scheduling are supported by GeantII, OSCARS, USN and Enlightened network. The corresponding algorithms are described in [2, 11, [18] [19] [20] . A similar problem of many-to-one file transfer is solved in [21] using single path scheduling for file transfers. Moreover, its optimal solution is NP-Hard because of the integrity constrain on wavelengths in Lambda network. However, it is well known that using multiple paths can utilize the available network resources more effectively [22] . The multipath reservation problem is formulated in [22] as a network flow problem with the objective of minimizing link congestion. Algorithms for delay-constrained file transfer using multiple paths is proposed in [23] . Multipath file transfer scheme is considered with both link utilization constraints and path length constraints in [24] . A maximum concurrent flow formulation is used in [25] to solve the large file transfer problem with fixed start and end times. Its objective is to maximize network throughput. It also develops linear programming models to maximize the network throughput and also proposes two heuristics for multipath routing. The first heuristic, k-Shortest Paths (KSP), uses the k-shortest paths algorithm of [26] to compute k not necessarily disjoint paths from the source to the destination. The scheduling of the file transfer is restricted to these k paths. The second heuristic, k-Disjoint Paths (KDP), computes k disjoint paths from source to destination by eliminating the links contained in previously computed paths before computing the next path; each path computation generates the shortest path in the remaining network. Experimental results reported in [25] indicate that these heuristics result in a network throughput similar to what is obtained from the linear programming formulation albeit at a much reduced computation cost. In Sect. 5, these two heuristics are also applied to develop variants for our GOS algorithm.
Network model and terminology
We assume that the network is represented as a directed graph G = (V , E). Each node of this graph represents a device such as a switch for layers 1-2 and a router for layer 3; and each edge represents a link such as SONET or Ethernet. Each link has a rated capacity, which is the maximum number of bytes of data that flows through the link per second. We assume that the rated capacity of each link of G is more than 0. At any specific instance, the available bandwidth on a link may be less than its rated capacity because of pre-scheduled traffic. When developing a bandwidth reservation system, one must decide on the representation of time. The options are to either consider time as divided into equal size slots as is done in [11, 18, 27] or to consider time as being continuous as in [2, 19, 28] . For the reasons of space efficiency and results accuracy as stated in [12] , we use the continuous time model in this paper. In this model, the status of each link l is maintained using a time-bandwidth list (TB list) TB [l] Each TB list can be represented as an array using dynamic array resizing method as described in [29] or as a linked list.
Let File transfer requests are characterized by a 4-tuple
where s i is the source location of the file that is to be transferred; d i is the destination to which the file is to be sent; f i is the size of the file; and S i , which is the time at which the file becomes available for transfer, specifies the earliest time at which the file transfer may begin.
Optimal solution and N -batch heuristics
In periodic batch scheduling, requests are collected/batched in a centralized scheduler; the collected/batched requests are scheduled as a group. To find out the earliest finish time of a batch of files, We develop a 2 step algorithm to optimally (i.e., minimize the maximum finish time) schedule a set of file transfer requests. The two steps are:
Step 1: Determine the minimum finish time, minFinishTime.
Step 2: Determine a file transfer schedule that achieves this minimum finish time.
To find out the minimum finish time, we construct a global time list from the TB lists of all links as before and then construct the basic intervals from this global time list. The basic interval [T i , T i+1 ) is referred to simply as basic interval i. To determine the minimum finish time, we use a linear programming (LP) model to determine, for a specified basic interval i, the minimum time within this basic interval by which it is possible to complete all file transfers in the given request set F . This LP model will have no feasible solution for basic intervals i if it is not possible to complete the file transfer by time T i+1 . In this case, minFinishTime must lie in a basic interval q > i. Suppose the value of LP's objective function f t is a valid time within the basic interval i. Then all the jobs in the batch F can be finished by f t. Now,
is possible to complete the file transfers in an interval q < i. So, using the LP model, we can conduct a binary search over the basic intervals to determine the value of minFinishTime.
Equations 1 through 7 give our LP model to find minFinishTime within [T i , T i+1 ).
In this formulation, f t ∈ [T i , T i+1 ) denotes the time by which all file transfers complete. f j lk (q) is the amount of file transferred for request j ∈ F on link (l, k) ∈ E in the basic interval q. b lk (q) is the bandwidth available on link (l, k) in the basic interval q. Equation (2) ensures that for each transfer request j ∈ F , for each node l that is neither the source nor the destination node, and for each basic interval q, 0 ≤ q ≤ i, the amount of file j that leaves node l equals the amount that enters this node, i.e., nodes other than the source or destination may not create or store data and data cannot be buffered at these nodes for transfer in later basic intervals. Equation (3) requires the source node of request j to send a net f j units of file j out over all permissible basic intervals and requires the destination node to receive a net f i units. Equations (4) and (5) ensure that the amount of traffic on each link in each basic interval does not exceed the available capacity of any link in any basic interval. Equation (6) ensures that file transfer amounts are nonnegative in permissible basic intervals, and (7) ensures that the file transfer amounts are 0 in nonpermissible basic intervals.
One can verify that each solution to (2) through (7) defines a valid file transfer schedule for all requests in F and that the finish time of this schedule is at most f t. Further, the inclusion of (1) determines the minimum finish time under the constraint that no file transfer may take place in intervals q > i. Also, (2) through (7) have no feasible solution iff the file transfers cannot be scheduled so as to complete by time T i+1 .
As noted above, since fractional flow is allowed, minFinishTime is polynomially solvable [30] . A binary search over the basic intervals is needed to determine the interval where minFinishTime is located and also exact value of minFinishTime. This requires us to solve O(log B) LPs, where B is the number of basic intervals.
Although the f j lk (q)s that determine minFinishTime define a file transfer schedule that achieves this finish time, these f j lk (q)s may define a transfer schedule that includes cycles. That is, we have portions of a file being moved from node a to node b and back to node a, for example, in the same basic interval. While these cyclic flows do not negatively impact the overall finish time, they affect available bandwidth capacity and so negatively impact our ability to schedule file transfers in future periods.
In
Step 2, we overcome the deficiencies of the file transfer schedule obtained from Step 1 by using a slightly different LP formulation that is given by (8) through (13) . In this formulation, we minimizes the sum of the f j lk (q) values across all basic intervals. The value U = minFinishTime computed in Step 1 is used to limit the file transfers' start and end times. We also use i to denote the basic interval for which T i ≤ minFinishTime ≤ T i+1 . It is obvious that the solution to (9) through (13) may contain no cycle, or it cannot be optimal, since we can always remove cycles and produce a better solution.
subject to
We note that while the LP of (1) through (7) is solved O(log B) (B is the number of basic intervals) times, the LP of (8) through (13) is solved only once as a minimum-cost flow problem. Using the Successive Shortest Path algorithm [30] , this flow problem can be solved with O(E × log(U )), where E is number of links in the network while U is the largest amount of flow. The just described two-step batch scheduling algorithm is referred to as algorithm All-Batch.
N -batch feuristics
As we will see in Sect. 6, the computing time required to compute the optimal schedule using algorithm All-Batch is very high. One way to decrease the computation time is the divide the set of file transfers into smaller batches of size N and process them one by one. When N > 1, the corresponding heuristic is called N-Batch. The solution for N-Batch is as follows. The batches are processed one at a time sequentially in an increasing order of the batch's collecting times. When computing the optimal schedule for a given batch, the start time for that batch is given by the end time (the time of the last scheduled job) of the previous batch. The overall finish time is the finish time of the last batch scheduled.
As we use the greedy approach to process all the requests, one of the key issues is to decide the greedy selection criterion [21] suggested that Largest File First (LFF) is a reasonable and quite effective heuristic to select the request(s) greedily. This approach is based on the intuition that the larger files will take more time to transfer. When scheduling the largest N files first, the larger files are given more priority in the resource contention, which results in a potentially earlier finish time for the large file transfers. Since these long transfers actually determine the overall finish time often, this heuristic is expected to improve the overall finish time. This expectation is borne out in our experimental evaluation and the observed finish times are close to those of the optimal solutions generated by All-Batch.
Online scheduling algorithms
When the batch size equals 1, the BFPSP turns into an instance of Online Scheduling, where all file transfers are scheduled one by one without using any knowledge of the transfers scheduled later in the sequence.
We propose six online file transfer scheduling algorithms. In Sects. 5.1 and 5.2, we describe the GOS and GOS-E algorithms. The remaining four algorithms are variations of the k-Path heuristics and are described in Sect. 5.3. The greedy algorithm, GOS, employs network flows to minimize the finish time of each single file transfer being scheduled. GOS-E considers the path switching overhead. The 4 k-Path heuristics use the k-shortest paths or k-disjoint paths to compute the schedule on a smaller network than the original one. These adaptations reduce the complexity of the scheduling algorithm, but yield little in maximum finish time.
Greedy algorithm
Our greedy online algorithm, GOS, schedules a file transfer (s i , d i , f i , S i ) by examining the basic intervals in the network's current global time list in increasing order. The examination begins with the basic interval that includes the time S i . In each examined interval, we transfer as much of the file as is possible. This maximum amount can be determined using a max-flow algorithm (see [30] , for example). The examination of basic intervals stops when all f i bytes of the file have been scheduled. Figure 3 gives the procedure of our greedy online algorithm, GOS, to schedule the ith request. In the specification of this algorithm, we construct a reduced graph N from G with only the links have some available bandwidth in current basic interval. we use the term max flow links to denote those edges of N that have a non-zero flow in the max flow solution for N . Also, note that maxFlow may be zero in some basic intervals and care needs to be taken when programming algorithm GOS to avoid a divide by zero error when computing rfs/maxFlow.
Theorem 1 If G has a path from s i to d i , then Algorithm GOS schedules the ith file transfer request (s i , d i , f i , S i ) so as to complete at the earliest possible time.
Proof From the following facts: (a) G has a path from s i to d i , (b) the rated capacity of each link of G is more than 0, (c) the last basic interval of the global time list always extends to ∞, and (d) the available bandwidth of each link is its rated capacity during this last basic interval, it follows that the max flow from s i to d i in the last basic interval is nonzero and so the remaining file size rf s can always be scheduled for transfer in this last basic interval. Hence, GOS is able to schedule every file transfer request.
Let the finish time of a file transfer schedule constructed by GOS be f t. Note that f t is the value of maxTime when GOS terminates. We show, by contradiction, that f t is the earliest possible time at which this file transfer can complete. Suppose there is another transfer schedule, S, for the same request that completes the transfer by time f t < f t. Let q be such that T q ≤ f t < T q+1 (all global time references in this proof are to times as relabeled by GOS) and let q be such that T q ≤ f t < T q +1 . Note that q ≤ q. If q < q, then there is a basic interval u < q such that the amount of f i scheduled for transfer in interval u by schedule S is more than that scheduled for transfer in u by the GOS schedule. This is not possible since the GOS schedule transfers the maximum possible amount in each basic interval prior to q. If q = q, then since f t < f t, the amount scheduled for transfer by S from T q to f t is less than that scheduled for transfer by the GOS schedule from T q to f t, or the flow used by GOS schedule after T q could not be the maximum flow. Hence, there must be a basic interval u < q = q in which more of f i is scheduled for transfer by S than by the GOS schedule. As noted earlier, this isn't possible. Hence, there is no transfer schedule S with f t < f t.
The complexity of algorithm GOS is determined by the complexity of the max flow algorithm that is used as well as by the number of basic intervals in the global time list. The complexity of the push-relabel max flow algorithm described in [30] is O(n 3 ), where n is the number of vertices in the network flow graph. For networks with few edges, the sparse graph network flow algorithm of Sleator and Tarjan (see [30] , for example) may be used. The complexity of this algorithm is O(nm log n), where m is the number of links in the network. When scheduling the ith file transfer, the size of the global time list is at most 2i, since each previously scheduled request will increase the size of global time list by at most 2: job's start and end time. So, the complexity of GOS is O(n 3 i) when the push-relabel max flow algorithm is used and O(nmi log n) when the sparse graph max flow algorithm is used. Since typical computer networks are generally sparse and have only O(n) links, using the sparse graph max flow algorithm results in a complexity of O(n 2 i log n) for GOS.
Greedy scheduling with finish time extension (GOS-E)
In the GOS algorithm, the network flow is computed for each basic interval. This implies that, for a file transfer that lasts n consecutive basic intervals, up to n establishing and tearing down operations on flow path would take place in the network. Moreover, given the fact that multi-paths are required for each flow, the path switching overhead would significantly affect the GOS's performance in practice.
To decrease the switching overhead, GOS-E is proposed to reduce the number of path switchings by reducing the total number of basic intervals in the network. In GOS-E, we tried to extend the current job's finish time to the end of nearest later basic interval t i , if t i is not too far away from f t, which is the earliest finish time computed from GOS. The extension can be done by either directly over-reserving the bandwidth in the last basic interval involved in the file transfer according to the original reservation plan from GOS, or reduce the amount of required bandwidth in the last interval to cope with the longer transfer time, which will not waste bandwidth.
As bandwidth resources are limited in our scenario, we take the second approach. The extension scope should be limited to a certain range so that the performance on a single file transfer is not greatly affected.
With GOS-E, we are able to eliminate the small basic intervals by merging them into the previous large intervals by reducing its link bandwidth. As small intervals generally perform smaller amount of file transfers than large intervals, this merging process actually costs little additional network throughput but provides the potential to reduce the overall path switching overhead. In the evaluation section, we will test this heuristic and compare with the original GOS algorithm, Also, the relationship between the extension scope and algorithm performance is discussed.
K-path algorithms
Another approach to accelerate the algorithm is to reduce the problem size. We incorporate the idea behind KSP [26] and KDP [25] scheduling into algorithm GOS so as to compute the max-flow in a reduced network. In the KSP and KDP adaptations, when scheduling the request (s i , d i , f i , S i ), we limit our resource allocations to a subgraph defined by the k paths from s i to d i . In the case of the KDP adaptation, since the k paths are disjoint, the max flow from s i to d i in any basic interval is easily seen to be the sum of the minimum available capacity of a link on each of the k paths. So, we avoid running a complex network flow algorithm to determine the max flow. In the case of the KSP adaptation, since the paths are not disjoint, we still need to run the GOS algorithm on the network formed by these k paths. However, since the size of the network being considered is smaller, run time is reduced.
For both the KSP and KDP adaptations, we define a static and a dynamic variant. In the static variant the cost of a link is defined to be its rated capacity (alternatively, some other nonchanging cost may be assigned) and the k paths between every pair of nodes, whether disjoint or not, are computed once at the first time a request arrives for this pair of nodes and use directly for the scheduling request between the same source/destination pair afterward. In the dynamic variant, links are assigned a cost each time a scheduling request arrives and the k shortest paths to use are computed using these newly assigned link costs. The cost assigned to a link in the dynamic variant is proportional to the fraction of its rated capacity that has been committed from the current time to the finish time of the last finishing file transfer so far scheduled in the network. In both static and dynamic variants, the length of a path is the sum of the link costs. The static and dynamic variants of the KSP and KDP adaptations of GOS are referred to as KSP-S, KSP-D, KDP-S, and KDP-D, respectively.
Experimental evaluation

Experimental framework
In this section, we measure the performance of the batch scheduling algorithm in Sect. 4 and online scheduling algorithms in Sect. 5. For our experiments, we used the MCI network (Fig. 4) and random topologies that generated at run time. The Fig. 4 Topology of MCI network bandwidth of links in the MCI network are 100 Mbps. For random networks, we tried to generate network size of 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500 nodes and the out-degree of each node was randomly selected between 3 and 7. To ensure network connectivity, the random network has bidirectional links between nodes i and i + 1 for every 1 ≤ i < n, where n is the number of nodes. The bandwidth of each link in a randomly generated network was selected from the set 50 Mbps (OC1), 155 Mbps (OC3) and 620 Mbps (OC12). The linear programming problems were solved using the CPLEX package on Intel based workstations.
File transfer requests were synthetically generated. Each request is described by the 4-tuple (source node, destination node, file size, request start time). The source and destination nodes for each request were selected using a uniform random number generator. The file size is also uniformly distributed between 10 GB and 100 GB. The earliest time at which a file transfer can start followed a Poisson distribution and the request arrival rate (request density) varied from 0.05 requests/time unit to 10 requests/time unit. Our experiments started with a clean network (i.e., no existing scheduled transfers) and simulated the job arrival process for 100 time units. So, for example, with a request density of 5 requests/time unit, one run of our experiment would process approximately 500 requests.
We used the max finish time (MFT), i.e., the time when all file transfers in the sequence finish as the performance metric. The execution time of an algorithm is measured in seconds. For GOS-E, the extension scope is set to be either 2%, 5%, or 10% of the current file transfer's duration. Suppose that the file transfer J i , with start and end time S i and E i , respectively, is being scheduled. Suppose that E i 's nearest future basic interval ends at T . Then the extension of E i to T is performed when
For the KSP and KDP variants of GOS, we set k, the number of paths, to 16. This setting is consistent with the results of [25] , which show that not much improvement can be obtained from using a higher k, and is also consistent with our own experiments on scheduling file transfers that indicate 16 to be a good choice for k.
Single start time scheduling (SSTS)
A special case of BFPSP has all files ready for transfer at the same time, which means all requests in the batch have the same S i . This special case arises, for example, when all file transfer requests originate from a single group of users. For this experiment, we set S i = 0 for all transfer requests. The number of files to be scheduled varies from 200 to 1000. The size of the random network varies from 100 nodes to 500 nodes. 
Performance comparison of different algorithms
Figures 5 and 6 show the maximum finish time of the schedules for various number of files on the MCI network and a 100-node random network, respectively. All the algorithms proposed in Sects. 4 and 5 are compared except for GOS-E. The main objective of GOS-E is to reduce the path switching overhead. This is not addressed by the other algorithms. Figure 7 shows how the scheduling results change as network size increases and the number of requests is fixed at 400. We make the following observations.
(a) Batch scheduling performs better than online scheduling in all cases. The larger the batch size, the better the relative performance of batch scheduling. In large networks like random-100, larger batch size has significantly larger improvements on the overall performance; however, in small networks like MCI, the impact of batch size is relatively small. (b) When batch size is 50, N-Batch performs as well as the optimal batch schedule in most cases. GOS has the best performance among online scheduling algorithms in all cases. In small networks, GOS performs almost as well as the optimal solution. In large networks, the improvement achieved by using All-Batch is usually no more than 5% over GOS. In summary, the All-Batch's advantage over N-Batch and GOS is not obvious, especially in small networks. When the batch size N reaches 50, the performance gap is relatively small and can be ignored in many practical scenarios.
Comparison of algorithms' execution time
We were motivated to explore online scheduling heuristics by the desire to reduce the computing time required by the scheduler. Our heuristics solve an easier maxflow problem rather than the complex and time consuming LP formulation solved by All-Batch. Figures 8 and 9 show the execution time for the MCI network and for a random network with 100 nodes, respectively. The horizontal axis is the number of files to be scheduled. The execution time is measured in seconds.
In all cases, the execution time of our online algorithms is much less than that of the batch algorithm. In small networks, the scheduling time is acceptable for all algorithms. Less than 2 min are taken to obtain the optimal schedule in MCI for 1000 file requests; the online algorithms take several seconds. In large networks, our online heuristics are dramatically faster than the batch scheduling algorithm. Figure 10 shows the algorithms' execution time for various network sizes. During the test, we scheduled 400 jobs using SSTS. We observed that, although every algorithms' execution time increases with network size, the time required by All-Batch and NBatch actually increase much faster than that required by our online algorithms. This is due to the lower complexity of the online algorithms. In the 500 node topology, GOS only takes several minutes, but All-Batch takes about 2 hours to compute the optimal schedule, which exceeds the actual file transfer time in our experiments.
Algorithms' scalability with network size
Multiple start time scheduling (MSTS)
BFPSP actually does not require all the file transfers to start at the same time. When jobs start at various times, the total traffic load is expected to be less intensive than the SSTS case, since the file transfers are less overlapped due to the difference in their start time. Figures 11 to 16 give the experimental results using MSTS. Figures 11, 12 , and 13 show how the maximum finish time changes with number of requests and network 
GOS vs. GOS-E
When path switching overhead is considered, the GOS's potential to switch path for every basic interval can possibly become its major drawback. This problem is more severe when the file is transferred using multiple paths. In this section, GOS-E is evaluated and compared with the original GOS algorithm.
When performing the test, one of the important issues is to simulate the path switching overhead. From the previous section, we know that path switching happens only between two adjacent basic intervals. So, we add a lag of t l in our simulation between each basic interval to represent the delay due to path switching. In our experiments, we set the delay to be 1 s for establishing and tearing down an optical path. That is, if the schedule for a certain file transfer changes its routes m times during the transfer, a delay of 2 × m s will be added to its finish time.
The test is performed on GOS and three GOS-E variants with different extension scopes: 2%, 5%, and 10%, which means GOS-E can search for the next existing basic interval and extend the current schedule in the range of 2%, 5%, and 10%, respec- Fig. 18 Comparison on execution time used by GOS-E and GOS in 100-node random network Fig. 19 Comparison on number of Max-Flows is computed by GOS-E and GOS in 100 node random network tively. Figures 17 and 18 show the MFT performance for all four algorithms, with and without path switching delay counted. We can see that when the path switching delay is not accounted for, the schedules generated by GOS-E take more time to complete the file transfers, but when the path switching delay is accounted for, GOS-E actually outperforms GOS. We also notice that a larger extension scope does not imply better MFT, as GOS-E with 5% extension scope generates better schedules than with an extension scope of 10%. Although the switching overhead can be reduced using a larger extension scope, the actual file transfer time increases, which compromises the benefit of fewer path switchings. Figure 19 compares the average rounds of max-flow computation for each request in GOS-E with GOS, while Fig. 20 compares their execution times. These results show that because of the reduction in the number of max-flow computation rounds, the execution time for GOS-E is lower as compared to the GOS algorithm. Also, the execution time is further reduced with larger extension scopes albeit at a price of longer MFT. However, in large networks, this degradation is considerably small. This makes GOS-E more attractive for large networks. 
Conclusion
We have developed several multipath reservation algorithms for in-advance scheduling of single and multiple file transfers in connection-oriented optical networks. A novel two-step solution, All-Batch, has been developed to compute schedules with minimum finish time (i.e., optimal schedules). An N-Batch heuristic was developed to enable batch scheduling in more realistic scenarios. We also proposed a new maxflow based greedy algorithm (GOS) and four variants of k-path algorithms to reduce computation time. These heuristics schedule an individual file transfer to complete at the earliest possible time.
Extensive simulations using both real world networks and random topologies show that GOS presents a good balance among maximum finish time, mean finish time, and computation time. Further reduction in computation time by sacrificing maximum finish time may be obtained using our k-Path variants. Of these, KDP-D works best. When path switching overhead is considered, GOS-E provides good performance.
In the future, it would be useful to explore BATCH algorithms that also incorporate the mean finish time in the optimization metric. Also, when switching the file transfers to the scenario of On-demand scheduling, the delay caused by the batching process must also be taken into account. Therefore, studying the tradeoff between the batch size and the delay incurred is of interest.
